KINGPIN
EARTH’S HEROES RECENTLY PREVENTED A CATACLYSMIC EVENT THANKS TO
A NEW INHUMAN NAMED ULYSSES WHO HAS THE ABILITY TO PERCEIVE THE
FUTURE. THOUGH THE JURY’S STILL OUT ON THE ETHICS OF ULYSSES’ POWERS,
THE HEROES HAVE USED THE KID’S ABILITIES TO CRACK DOWN ON CRIME—
PICKING UP WOULD-BE CRIMINALS BEFORE THEY EVEN BREAK THE LAW.
THIS NEW “PREDICTIVE JUSTICE” HAS MADE IT NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR EVEN THE
MOST EXPERIENCED CRIMINAL MASTERMINDS TO CONDUCT THEIR BUSINESS.
BUT LUCKILY FOR WILSON FISK, A.K.A. THE KINGPIN—RECENTLY RETURNED TO
MANHATTAN AFTER A STINT AS THE CRIME BOSS OF SAN FRANCISCO—HE HAS A
MAN IN HIS EMPLOY WITH THE ABILITY TO OPERATE WITH COMPLETE AUTONOMY.
A MAN NAMED JANUS JARDEESH…
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coffee at
1am? sounds
like you got
a long night
coming.

sweetheart,
can I get a
black coffee
when you got
a sec?

how's
the pie?
worst
thing I've
put in my body
since I got
married.

been a
while since
we've heard
from you,
ryan.

it was
quiet.
and
now?

you know
what you
want yet,
hon’?

alrighty.
just lemme
know when
I'm
you're
actually
ready.
waiting for
someone.

something
is happening.
a lot of
middleweights
are meeting
tonight.
why?

I don't know,
but these guys in
the same place is
bad. I need a
detail. now.

I'll
call
it in.

how'd you
beat me here?
you already
order?

not
yet, turk.
I heard the
pie is good,
though.

this meeting better bring some
real work. I'm borrowing money
from my girl.

so
what
is it?

what?

the
work.

you should
kill whoever
told you that pie
was good. I bet I
don't #!$& right
for a week.

you'll
see.

…you're
in for a long
night.

ahh,
mr. turk. mr.
gudmunsdottir.
glad you could
finally join
us.

I
don't love
surprises,
turk.

well then,
friendo...

thank you
all for coming.
I know working
has proven very
difficult for you
all recently. and
I'm sure you're
all aware that it
has been... less
difficult
for me.
it's nothing to
be ashamed of. the
shoe could just as
easily be on the other
foot. I could be here
looking to follow
one of you right
now. but it isn't.
and I'm not.

with that said, I'll make
it simple. if you want to work again,
want to avoid this new scrutiny, there
is only one option: you work for me.

sonuva-half the
hoods in the
city have been
locked up already.
what are you doing
that they aren't,
fatman?

now, now.
easy, grotto.
I understand this
is an uncomfortable
offer for you,
tombstone. many
of us don't
play well
together.

how are you
avoiding the
capes?

I
think
the “how”
it
is.
is a trick I
won't be sharing,
crime master.
it's not your
concern.

for example,
I think someone in
this room tried to have
me killed the other night.
but I never shy from being
the bigger man. the simple
truth is, while you're all
hibernating, I'm taking
my city back. it has
already begun.

but I am
happy to give an
example of why
working for me
would benefit
you.

I only
explain myself to
the people I trust. and
that is a very short
list, and you are very
far from being on it.

take
ryan gudmunsdottir
here. friend of the
room. we all know him.
many have worked
with him.

but
in these
difficult
times, only I
seem to possess
the clarity
to see he's an
undercover
s. h.i. e. l. d.
agent.

what the
hell is this,
fisk? you know
I'm not a
cop.

no. you're
a spy, ryan. a
very patient
one.

I have no
idea what
you're talking
about.

the thing
is, ryan, I think
you do.

maybe
agent
james choi
will help
jog your
memory.

